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Item 4 
Review of developments pertaining to the promotion and protection of human 
rights and fundamental freedoms of indigenous peoples: 

a) General debate 

Statement Regarding the Ainu Peoples Communal Property Court Case 

Thank you Mr. Chairperson, brothers and sisters, 

For 100 years the Japanese Government pursued a policy of forced management of Ainu 
communal property. This Ainu communal property included land, buildings, fishing 
rights, business takings as well as cash. This communal property fund was supposed to 
be used for Ainu in financial difficulties and for the payment of their medical bills. 
However it was obviously an attempt by the Japanese Government to justify land and 
financial deprivation of the Ainu people. When 'the Ainu Culture Promotion Act' was 
enacted in 1997, it included a provision stating that that communal property must be 
returned to its Ainu owners. Subsequently, after 100 years of forced management of 
Ainu property, the Hokkaido Government would like us to believe that the total sum 
value of the communal property fund that they created by selling off Ainu land, houses, 
buildings etc., without consent of the Ainu owners, comes to fourteen thousand 
dollars(approx US amount). The Government has never even attempted to substantiate 
this fictitious amount, yet they demand that we accept it at face value. For a total of 93 
years no documents exist detailing the management of this fund, yet sometime during 
this period, ownership rights to land, buildings and fishing rights were taken from the 
Ainu without their consent. 

On July 5th 1999, a group of 24 Ainu people took this issue to the Sapporo District 
Court in order to expose this fraudulent behavior and amend this unfair restitution 
procedure. They argued that the forced management of the communal property and the 
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unfoir restitution procedure violated Article 27 of ICCPR (the International 
Conventions on Civil and Political Rights). In addition, they also argued that the 
method of the restitution procedure was unconstitutional because it violated Article 13, 
29 and 31 of the Constitution in addition to Article 4 of the Ainu Culture Promotion Act, 
and is thus invalid. That appeal was dismissed on March 7th 2002 without a hearing, 
because the court decided that the "appeal had no merit." That same group then 
appealed to the Sapporo High Court on March 22nd 2002. In addition to the claims of 
the first court case, the Ainu group also submitted to the court the report of the Special 
Rapporteur, Rudolpho Stavenhagen, which was presented to the Commission on 
Human Rights in March 2003. This report has had a positive influence because the 
High Court referred to it when it announced that further deliberations were necessary 
on July 15th 2003. This is a small step forward in comparison to previous instances 
where the court has refused to deliberate on Ainu issues. 

This communal property case is the grounds for collective rights of the Ainu, and is a 
powerful piece of evidence of the land deprivation and assimilation policies that the 
Ainu have suffered at the hands of the Japanese Government. In conclusion, what we 
require of the Japanese Government is, in addition to justly returning the communal 
property and recognizing past injustices, is the: 

0 enactment of a law that provides for the rights of Ainu as indigenous people and 
© to carry out programs for the International Decade of Education on Human Rights in 
order to promote the rights of indigenous peoples. 

Thank you Mr. Chairperson for providing us with this historic opportunity. 
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What is the Ainu Communal Property court case? 

Ainu Communal Property Justice Plaintiffs 
Translation by Ainu Resource Centre 

Q. What is the communal property of the Ainu people? 
A. As set out in the "Hokkaido Former Aborigine Protection Act" enacted in 1899, 

the Ainu peoples' communal property was set up with the idea that the secretary of 
the Hokkaido Governmental Agency (following WWII the Governor of 
Hokkaido), could specify areas that ''would become the communal property of 
each village. The money received from the interest or the rent from that communal 
property (could) be used as living assistance for Ainu people in financial 
difficulties, or for medical fees for those that become ill" as well as acting as a 
form of "protection" for the Ainu people. 

Q What kinds of things became Communal property? 
A. In the beginning, various things were included as Communal property. In 

Makubetsu (a part of the district of Tokatchi) in 1875, before the establishment of 
the "Hokkaido Former Aborigine Protection Act", the Ainu and the Japanese united 
to form a Fisherman's Guild at the mouth of the Tokatchi River. However after the 
establishment of the Act, the profits from this Guild, and the money raised from the 
sale of fishing equipment were turned into Government controlled cash and bonds. 
This not only involved business profits, but also included the fishing rights for 
salmon and other fish, buildings such as storage facilities as well as facilities for 
the drying of seaweed. In Asahikawa, farmland was included as communal 
property in many cases. The money from the "All Hokkaido Former Aborigine 
Education Fund" set up by the Emperor and the Ministry of Education was also 
included as communal property. In addition, there was also money that the 
Emperor contributed to the Ainu when he visited Hokkaido. 

Q. Is there any evidence to show that the money was properly used? 
A. Under the law, the Communal Property was managed by the Secretary (Governor) 

of Hokkaido. In the actual event that there was an application from an Ainu living 
in one of the villages requiring a decision as well as when an outlay was to be 
made, procedures would be dealt with under the name of the Head of the 
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corresponding branch administrative office. However, record of such receipts and 
payments exist only for the few years between 1935 and 1940. There are no 
records for the period between 1900 and 1935, nor are there any for the period 
following WWII, even for villages that must have owned communal property. 
However, sometime during that period, fishing rights, land and other property  
was exchanged for cash without, consent of the Ainu, yet there are no records 
specifying how much they were actually exchanged for. 

Q If that is so, are you saying that the contents of the 'Public 
Announcement' by the Governor of Hokkaido in September of 
1997, stating "This is all of the Communal Property that we are 
managing," is a lie. 

A. We are saving "That announcement is impossible to believe." It was the 
Governor of Hokkaido who managed the Communal property, so we are asking 
him to quantify 100 years worth of proof of when and how much property and 
fishing rights were exchanged for, how much interest was earned, and who 
received payments, and when and how much they were. Surely there can be no 
mistake, because it was his greatness the Secretary (Governor) of Hokkaido who 
was managing the "ignorant, uncivilized Ainu," wasn't it? 

If there is no proof, then that 'Public Announcement' was nothing more than a lie. 

Q. Wasn't the method of returning the Communal property decided 
by the law? 

A It was because of the enacting of the 'The Ainu Culture Promotion Law' in 1997 
that the restitution of communal property came about. It was not written in the text 
of this law, but in the 'additional clause* that; the "Hokkaido Former Aborigine 
Protection Act is to be abolished," and "the communal property managed by the 
governor of Hokkaido is to be returned to the joint owners." The clause does not 
specify the form that the restitution must take, such as being returned to a certain 
individual and having that person distribute it individually; it only states that the 
communal property must be "returned." The law is vague in that respect. Even if 
the method of restitution was stated in detail within that law, it would still present 
a problem. Generally speaking, if the Ainu "have the right to receive restitution 
for the communal property," then it is only natural that it should be up to the Ainu 
to decide on the content of the 'public announcement' or how long a person has 
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after seeing the public announcement to make an application, after first discussing 
it amongst themselves. If you think about it. when there is an actual owner of a  
certain property, and a law is created gating that "the Japanese Government  
shall return this property, and this is how it shall be returned'' without  
consulting the actual living owners of that property even once, it is no different 
from the 'Former Aborigine Protection Act* in that neither recognize the rights  
of the Ainu. In court, we have appealed on the grounds that this behavior "fails to 
respect the Ainu as individuals," which is a violation of Article 13 of the 
Constitution, and that our "property ownership rights have been ignored," which is 
a violation of Article 29 of the constitution guaranteeing property ownership rights, 
however this was disregarded by the Sapporo District Court. 

Q We can now understand that this is a major problem for all Ainu, 
so why is it that there are only 24 plaintiffs who have appealed? 

A We believe that it is the intention of the National Government and the Hokkaido 
Government to bury this issue before it becomes a problem of great significance. 
For the majority of Ainu people, the Communal Property issue came as a complete 
surprise. 

Even for those who did know of the law concerning communal property, no-one 
had benefited from the communal property system in the more than 50 years since 
the end of WWII. There were also many people who were unsure of which village 
the generation of there Great-grandfather or Grandfather lived in. Although it was 
written in the 'Public Announcement' that "anyone who can be thought of as 
possessing rights" should apply, there were a great number of people who didn't 
know whether or not that applied to them. Even for those who did understand, there 
were those who felt that the total amount when divided by the number of applicants, 
wouldn't even cover the cost of postage required to file the application. Moreover, 
some people felt that the effort required preparing a lot of documents that they had 
never seen before, such as a 'restitution claim form,' 'documents proving joint 
ownership of the communal property', and 'documents proving successorship' was 
too troublesome. There was also the fact of the short time limit requiring  
applications, to be completed within I year. 

There was a complete lack of explanation regarding the fact that all Amu people  
should have been able to claim for property such as the "All Hokkaido Former  
Aborigine Education Fund." That is why there were only 46 people who made 
claims. From that number there were only 38 people who were 'somehow' chosen 
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as 'having the right to claim restitution,' Following those events, 24 people 
remained furious at this haphazard method of 'restitution,* and so if you think about 
it in these terms, 24 people is not a small number at all. 

Q. You lost the first court case, and now you are preparing for the 
second court case, do you have any expectations for winning this 
time around? 

A. We have been able to learn quite a bit while pursuing this court case. One of the 
things that has been made clear is that the Communal Property that the 
Government and the Governor are referring to is only the property that was 
designated by the Secretary (Governor) of Hokkaido in accordance with the 
'Former Aborigine Protection Act' that was created in 1899. The fact is that the 
Ainu had communal property throughout Hokkaido before that law was made. As 
was mentioned earlier with the Fisherman's Guild in the village of Makubetsu, the 
villagers utilized this resource together in order to support their daily lives. From 
here, people such as the district headman, using the power of the Hokkaido 
Government Office, interfered in many different forms in order to unfairly gain 
from these ventures. The Officer of the Hokkaido Government office admitted this 
in deliberations on the 'Former Aborigine Protection Act' in the Imperial Diet, 
before its enactment in 1899. The Secretary (Governor) who had connived to 
perform such acts then connived to protect them by so called designation. It is only 
natural to question the sincerity of the "protection" and "management" that was 
carried out by the Secretary of Hokkaido. We have also discovered communal 
property throughout Hokkaido that wasn't designated by the Governor. We have 
come to believe that communal property was one effort that our Ainu ancestors 
came up with in the face of the sufferings brought about by the ruthless plundering 
of the Japanese people. We feel that there is still something to be learnt about the 
tradition of communal ownership that protected the Ainu within their Kotan (Ainu 
village). We feel that whether this court case can be won or not depends on 
whether the Ainu can unite as one body. Although we have received a lot of 
support from Japanese scholars and Japanese lawyers, if we Ainu come together to 
raise our voices to demand that the National and Hokkaido Governments "Stop 
lying about oui Communal property," the court will not be able to ignore us 
anymore. 

March, 2003 
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Item 4 
Review of developments pertaining to the promotion and protection of human rights 
and fundamental freedoms of indigenous peoples: 
a) General debate 

Joint Statement wit-h STiimin Gflilrp ^ " f r " 

Statement regarding the collection of the Ainu ancestral remains on the Hokkaido 
University campus. 

Thank you Chairperson, indigenous brothers and sisters, I would like to share my 
experience. 

In June of 2002, it came to our attention that the Hokkaido University was holding the 
remains of more than 1000 fellow Ainu men and women by an extremely inhumane 
storage method involving boxes full of bones categorized by body parts as well as bones 
tied with string. I have confirmed this with my very own eyes. (Please refer to the 
photos included in the attachment that I have prepared.) 

These human remains were collected mainly between 1920 and 1960 by researchers 
such as Professor Sakuzaemon Kodama who collected them by digging up burial 
grounds of our sleeping ancestors all over Hokkaido, Sakhalin and Kurile Islands. 
These researchers dug up these graves and took away the human remains as well as the 
burial goods such as swords and neck decorations, and occasionally they even stole the 
headstones. The known number of bodies collected by these researchers is 1004, but 
many more are said to exist, and the total amount of burial goods remains unknown. 

We would like to see our ancestors given the dignity of a suitable memorial, which must 
include an apology from the Hokkaido University, and where possible returned to their 
original resting place. 

Our people demand our rights be respected, with regard to this act of defilement against 
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our ancestors which have thus far been neglected because we believe that for all people 
whether indigenous or non-indigenous, leaving such issues unsolved between two 
different groups can produce a large negative impact on their relationship with each 
other. It is our duty to pass on to the next generation our feelings of the pain and sorrow 
produced by these researchers who collect the remains of other human beings and carry 
out studies on them. 

Article 13 of the United Nations draft declaration on the rights of indigenous peoples, of 
which the adoption is currently being discussed by the Commission on Human Rights, 
specifies that Indigenous peoples have the right to the repatriation of human remains. 
From the perspective that other indigenous peoples have also experienced similar 
situations, it is imperative that this draft declaration be adopted as soon as possible. We 
ask for your support on this issue. 

Thank you Chairperson for providing us with this opportunity. 
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